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RV Lotto Welcomes Players to a Free Online Game for Camping and RV
Enthusiasts

RV Lotto offers a free game for recreational vehicle owners. Winning numbers drawn weekly.
Grand prize is a $5,000 RV shopping spree, other prizes include items from RV magazine
subscriptions, DVDs, videos, how-to books, instant downloads, RV coupons and more. All
prizes are 100% RV related.

Naples, NY (PRWEB) March 3, 2005 - The Circle of Trust RVFamily invites RV enthusiasts to register for the
free RVLotto game:
This online game was designed to showcase an exclusively RV-related line-up of products in a fun, free venue
for RV enthusiasts. The game can be played by any qualified RV owner, and drawing of winning numbers is
weekly, and based on the New York state lotto results, managed by All Merchant Services.

The Grand Prize is a $5,000 shopping spree at RVUpgrades, and other prizes include subscriptions to quality
RVmagazines (RVCompanion, Pop-Up Times), books, (RVLiving in the 21st Century and others), Pit 2 Go
portable bar-b-q pits, DVDs and videos from RVEducation 101, 50% discount camping from Happy Camper
Club, and instant prizes in the form of downloadable e-books and RV coupon books.

Players are invited to register at www.rvlotto.com, and will receive winning number announcements every
Sunday morning in the Circle of Trust RVFamily e-Magazine, "The Sunday Paper for RVFolks." This
publication includes a feature article from the well-known RVCompanion magazine's current print issue, along
with discount camping features, insider hints and tips for RVs, easy-to-make camping recipes, product features
and reviews, tips for travel with pets - and much more.

To date, over 40 prizes have been awarded and received, and the number of players is doubling every week. All
RVersare invited to play RVLotto. All Circle of Trust RVFamily Companies endorse and sponsor the game.

The "Circle of Trust RVFamily" is a group of independently owned companies who serve the Recreational
Vehicle consumer. Companies bearing this seal have been carefully selected as having an excellent customer
service rating, a reputation for distributing quality products, and a commitment to the future of the RV
industry."
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Contact Information
Anne Pierson
HAPPY CAMPER CLUB, INC.
http://www.rvlotto.com
866-677-6453

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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